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Eyenimal Dog Videocam 
3 Selections of Recording Modes 

 

 

Optional Audio Recording Feature 
Movement Detection Feature 

4GB Internal – Micro SD Expandable Memory  
 

 

You may also try our Eyenimal GPS Dog Tracker for your adventurous dogs, 

http://www.thedogline.com.au/buy/eyenimal-gps-dog-tracker 

 

http://www.thedogline.com.au/buy/eyenimal-dog-videocam 

 

SELECT ANY OF THE 3 RECORDING MODES 

It is a great experience to watch what your dog can see in its point of view. Then, the Eyenimal Dog 

Videocam is the best video camera to use because of its unique feature of 3 selections in what recording 

mode you will use. You can choose Continuously Record, Record Only when moving and Record when 

stationary (not moving). This is good to use for the hunting dogs, or even just for nature adventures. 

AUDIO RECORDING STANDBY OPTION 

To complete the experience in how your dog can see, hear and react to its environment, an audio 

recording functionality is also available to use while recording the video. Because of the microphone 

being exposed, it is important that the Eyenimal Dog Videocam is in a water free environment. 

MOVEMENT RECOGNITION FEATURE 

Setting the mode selector to Position #2, this will activate the 

movement detection feature in which the video camera automatically 

stops recording if your dog stops moving or if it’s on standby. A good 

feature that saves the battery life in the Eyenimal Dog Videocam. 

4GB INTERNAL MEMORY AND MICRO SD EXPANDABLE MEMORY 

Now you will not miss any moments with your pet because Eyenimal 

Dog Videocam has an internal memory of 4GB and a Micro-SD slot that 

you can expand the memory of the camera for longer video recordings. 

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY LASTS FOR 2 HOURS 

The Eyenimal Dog Videocam has a rechargeable battery that you can use for 2 hours and may extend up 

to 3 hours depending on the recording mode you selected for the video. 

VIDEO CAMERA THAT YOU CAN ALSO USE 

We like you to also enjoy recording of how you see the world in your perspective. When you have 

bonding moments with your pets or even with your family and friends, the Dog Videocam would capture 

the best moments for those special events. So a CAP is included where you can put the camera as a gift 

from Eyenimal to you. 

A YEAR WARRANTY WITH EYENIMAL 

EYENIMAL delivers one of the best quality Dog Videocam that is why this product has one year warranty 

for factory defects. 
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